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Abstract

Suffix trees are a well-known and widely-studied data structure highly useful for string matc
The suffix tree of a stringw can be constructed in O(n) time and space, wheren denotes the length
of w. Larsson achieved an efficient algorithm to maintain suffix trees for a sliding window. It
tributes toprediction by partial matching (PPM) style statistical data compression scheme.Compact
directed acyclic word graphs (CDAWGs) are a more space-economical data structure for inde
strings. In this paper we propose a linear-time algorithm to maintain CDAWGs for a sliding win
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Due to rapid advance in information technology and global growth of computer
works, various data are available today. This benefit, on the other hand, can turn out
serious matter that we have to sacrifice a large amount of memory space for the sto
huge data.Data compression is the practical technique to save memory space require
store the information we need. Sincestring is the most fundamental and basic form of da
string matching plays central tasks in many data compression schemes. A straightf
method for matching strings would be to construct an index structure for the full te
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be compressed. It is, however, easy to imagine that indexing the whole string requires too
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much space for the storage. This fact implies that an index structure needs to bedynamic
in order to be suitable forprocessing part of the text, so that we can treat huge text da
with a limited amount of space.

Suffix trees are a highly efficient data structure, therefore being extensively used in
ious applications in string matching [1,5,8,17,20]. The suffix tree of a stringw, denoted
by STree(w), represents all factors ofw and can be constructed in linear time and spa
The on-line algorithm by Ukkonen [19] processes a given stringw left to right, and at
eachj th phase it maintainsSTree(w[1 : j ]), wherew[1 : j ] denotes the prefix ofw of
length j . Larsson [15] modified Ukkonen’s algorithm so as to maintainSTree(w[i : j ])
with 0 � i � j � |w|, for any factor of lengthj − i + 1=M. The widthM of indexed
factors is called thewindow size. That is, Larsson presented an algorithm to mainta
suffix tree for asliding window mechanism where the values ofi andj are incremented.

Larsson addressed that an application of suffix trees for a sliding window is thepredic-
tion by partial matching (PPM) style statistical data compression model [4,18]. PPM∗ [3]
is an improvement that allows unbounded context length. PPM∗ employs a tree structur
called thecontext trie, which supports indexes of the input string. The drawback of PP∗
is, however, its too much computational resources in both time and space, which w
its practical usefulness. In particular, the context trie occupies major part of the spa
quirement. Larsson’s suffix tree for a sliding window offered a variant of PPM∗, feasible
in practice since its space requirement is bounded by the window sizeM and the running
time is linear in the length of the input stringw.

In this paper, we take another approach to reducing the space requirement in PPM∗-style
statistical compression. We propose an algorithm to maintaincompact directed acyclic
word graphs (CDAWGs) for a sliding window, which performs in linear time and spa
CDAWGs require less space than suffix trees in both theory and practice [2,6]. In ou
vious work [12], we presented an on-line algorithm that constructsCDAWG(w) in linear
time and space. Moving ahead the rightmost position of a sliding window can be a
plished by the algorithm. In case of a suffix tree, it is also rather straightforward to ad
the leftmost position of a sliding window: basically we have only to remove the leaf
and its in-coming edge corresponding to the longest suffix. However, since a CDAW
graph, the matter is much more complex and technically difficult. Thus more detaile
precise discussions are necessary. In addition, we have to ensure that no edge lab
to positions outside a sliding window. To guarantee it, Larsson utilized the techniq
credit issuing first introduced in [7], which takes amortized constant time. We introduc
extended version of credit issuing that is modified to be suitable for treating CDAWG

A preliminary version of this article appeared in [13].

2. Compact directed acyclic word graphs

2.1. Definitions

Let Σ be analphabet. An element ofΣ∗ is called astring. The length of a stringw
is denoted by|w|. Stringsx, y, andz are said to be aprefix, factor, andsuffix of string
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w = xyz, respectively. The sets of the prefixes, factors, and suffixes of a stringw are
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denoted byPrefix(w), Factor(w), andSuffix(w), respectively. The empty string is denot
by ε, that is,|ε| = 0. LetΣ+ =Σ∗ − {ε}. The factor of a stringw that begins at position
i and ends at positionj is denoted byw[i : j ] for 1 � i � j � |w|. For convenience, le
w[i : j ] = ε for j < i. Let S ⊆Σ∗. The cardinality ofS is denoted by|S|. For any string
x ∈ Σ∗, Sx−1 = {u | ux ∈ S} andx−1S = {u | xu ∈ S}. We define equivalence relation
≡L

w and≡R
w onΣ∗ by

x ≡L
w y⇔ Prefix(w)x−1= Prefix(w)y−1,

x ≡R
w y⇔ x−1Suffix(w)= y−1Suffix(w),

respectively. Let[x]Lw and[x]Rw denote the equivalence classes of a stringx ∈ Σ∗ under
≡L

w and≡R
w, respectively. The longest elements in the equivalence classes[x]Lw and[x]Rw

for x ∈ Factor(w) are called theirrepresentatives and denoted by
w−→x and

w←−x , respectively.

For any stringx ∈ Factor(w), there uniquely exist stringsα,β ∈Σ∗ such that
w−→x= xα and

w←−x= βx.
We now introduce a relationXw overΣ∗ such that

Xw =
{
(x, xa) | x ∈ Factor(w) anda ∈Σ is unique such thatxa ∈ Factor(w)

}
,

and let≡′Lw be the equivalence closure ofXw, i.e., the smallest superset ofXw that is
symmetric, reflexive, and transitive. It can be readily shown that≡L

w is a refinement of≡′Lw,
namely, every equivalence class under≡′Lw is a union of one or more equivalence clas

in ≡L
w. For a stringx ∈ Factor(w), let

w�⇒
x denote the longest string in the equivalence c

to whichx belongs under the equivalence relation≡′Lw.

Note that
w−→x and

w�⇒
x are not always equal. For example, consider the case thatw= abab

andx = ab, where
w−→x= ab but

w�⇒
x = abab. More formally:

Proposition 2.1 [11]. Let w ∈Σ∗. For any string x ∈ Factor(w),
w−→x is a prefix of

w�⇒
x . If

w−→x �=
w�⇒
x , then

w−→x ∈ Suffix(w).

Further details for the concept of these notations can be found in [9].
In the following, we define the suffix tree and the CDAWG ofw, denoted bySTree(w)

andCDAWG(w), respectively. We define them as edge-labeled graphs(V ,E) with E ⊆
V ×Σ+ × V where the second component of each edge represents its label. We al
definitions of thesuffix links, frequently used for time-efficient construction of the ind
structures [2,6,10,12,17,19,20].

Definition 2.2. STree(w) is the tree(V ,E) such that

V = { w�⇒
x | x ∈ Factor(w)

}
,
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{( w�⇒ w�⇒) ∗
w�⇒ w�⇒ w�⇒}

pair.

d

nt
E = x , aβ, xa | x, xa ∈ Factor(w), a ∈Σ, β ∈Σ , xa = xaβ, x �= xa ,

and its suffix links are the set

F = {( w�⇒
ax ,

w�⇒
x

) | x, ax ∈ Factor(w), a ∈Σ,

w�⇒
ax = a ·

w�⇒
x

}
.

Definition 2.3. CDAWG(w) is the dag(V ,E) such that

V = {[
w�⇒
x ]Rw | x ∈ Factor(w)

}
,

E = {([
w�⇒
x ]Rw,aβ, [

w�⇒
xa ]Rw

) | x, xa ∈ Factor(w), a ∈Σ, β ∈Σ∗,
w�⇒
xa = xaβ,

w�⇒
x �=

w�⇒
xa

}
,

and its suffix links are the set

F = {([
w�⇒
ax ]Rw, [

w�⇒
x ]Rw

) | x, ax ∈ Factor(w), a ∈Σ,

w�⇒
ax = a ·

w�⇒
x , [

w�⇒
x ]Rw �= [

w�⇒
ax ]Rw

}
.

One can see thatCDAWG(w) is the “minimization” of STree(w) due to the “[(·)]Rw
operation”. CompareSTree(w) with CDAWG(w) for w = cocoa shown in Fig. 1.

The nodes[
w�⇒
ε ]Rw = [ε]Rw and [

w�⇒
w ]Rw = [w]Rw are called thesource node and thesink

node ofCDAWG(w), respectively. For anyx ∈ Factor(w) such thatx =
w�⇒
x , x is said to

be represented by theexplicit node[
w�⇒
x ]Rw. If x �=

w�⇒
x , x is said to be on animplicit node.

The implicit node is represented by areference pair ([
w�⇒
z ]Rw,y) such thatz ∈ Prefix(x),

y ∈Σ∗ and
w�⇒
z · y = x. When|y| is minimum, the pair([

w�⇒
z ]Rw,y) is called thecanonical

reference pair ofx. Note that an explicit node can also be represented by a reference
Theout-degree of a nodev of a suffix tree (or of a CDAWG) is denoted byOutDeg(v).

Proposition 2.1 implies that, for a stringx ∈ Factor(w),
w−→x is not always represente

on an explicit node inCDAWG(w). Actually, in CDAWG(coco) displayed at Fig. 2 in

Section 3, string
w−→co= co is on an implicit node, wherew = coco.

Fig. 1. The left and right figures areSTree(cocoa) andCDAWG(cocoa), respectively. Solid arrows represe
edges, and dotted arrows represent suffix links.
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two integers indicating their beginning and ending positions inw, respectively. Suppos

that([
w�⇒
x ]Rw,y, [

w�⇒
z ]Rw) is an edge ofCDAWG(w). Then the edge labely is actually repre-

sented by a pair(i, j) of integers such thatw[i : j ] = y. A reference pair can be represen
in a similar way.

2.2. On-line algorithm to construct CDAWGs

We here recall the on-line algorithm to construct CDAWGs, introduced in our prev
work [12]. By that algorithm we can move ahead the rightmost position of the sliding
dow. The algorithm is based on Ukkonen’s on-line suffix tree construction algorithm
It updatesCDAWG(w) to CDAWG(wa) by inserting suffixes ofwa into CDAWG(w) in de-
creasing order of their lengths. Letz be the longest string inFactor(w)∩ Suffix(wa). Then
z is called thelongest repeated suffix of wa and denoted byLRS(wa). Let z′ = LRS(w).
Let |wa| = l andu1, u2, . . . , ul, ul+1 be the suffixes ofwa ordered in their length, that is
u1=wa andul+1= ε. We categorize these suffixes ofwa into the following three groups

(Group 1) u1, . . . , ui−1.
(Group 2) ui, . . . , uj−1 whereui = z′a.
(Group 3) uj , . . . , ul+1 whereuj = z.

Note all suffixes in Group 3 have already been represented inCDAWG(w). Let
v1, . . . , vi−1 be the suffixes ofw such that, for any 1� k � i − 1, vka = uk . Then we
can insert all the suffixes of Group 1 intoCDAWG(w) by appending the charactera at the
end of edges leading to the sink node. Moreover, we can update those edges in c
time, by setting the ending position of the labels so to refer to a global variablee indicating
the length of the scanned part of the input string. In this case,e = l. It therefore results in
that we have only to care about those in Group 2. We start from the locus correspon
z′ = vi in CDAWG(w), which is called theactive point. If the active point is on an edge (o
an implicit node), a new explicit node is created and from there a new edge labeleda is
inserted leading to the sink node. The locus ofvi+1 can be found by following the suffi
link and possibly some downward edges. For an example, see the first and second p
the conversion ofCDAWG(coco) to CDAWG(cocoa) in Fig. 2.

Assumevi+1 is also on an edge (on an implicit node) when it is found. Sometime
edge can beredirected to the node created whenui was inserted (see the third phase of
conversion ofCDAWG(coco) to CDAWG(cocoa) in Fig. 2). For the detailed conditio
of whether the edge should be merged or not, see [12]. After the last suffixuj−1 is inserted
to the CDAWG, all suffixes ofwa are represented in the CDAWG.

We now pay attention toLRS(wa) = z = uj . Consider the case that
wa�⇒
uj = uj , that is,

the case thatuj is now represented in an explicit node. Then we have to check wh
or not uj is the representative of[uj ]Rwa . If not, the explicit node isseparated into two
explicit nodes[x]Rwa and[uj ]Rwa , wherex ∈ [uj ]Rw andx �= uj . SeeCDAWG(cocoao) for
an example of this.
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Fig. 2. On-line construction ofCDAWG(w) with w = cocoao. The dotted lines represent the suffix links. T
gray star indicates the active point of each step.

Theorem 2.4 [12]. For any string w ∈Σ∗, CDAWG(w) can be constructed on-line and in
O(|w|) time and space.

On-line construction ofCDAWG(w) with w = cocoao is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Suffix trees for a sliding window

In this section we briefly recall Larsson’s algorithm for maintaining suffix trees f
sliding window of width M > 0 [15]. Let i (respectivelyj ) be the leftmost (respective
rightmost) position of the window sliding inw, that is,j − i+1=M. To move the sliding
window ahead, we need to incrementi and j . Incrementingj can be accomplished b
Ukkonen’s on-line algorithm. On the other hand, incrementingi means to delete the lef
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Fig. 3. To the left isSTree(cocoacob), in which the thick edge is to be deleted. To the right is the resul
structure,STree(ocoacob). The gray star indicates the active point for each.

most character of the currently scanned string, that is, to convertSTree(bw) into STree(w)

with someb ∈ Σ andw ∈ Σ∗. We focus on the path ofSTree(bw) which spells outbw
from the root node. This path is called thebackbone of STree(bw). Let x be the longes

string in Prefix(bw) − {bw} such that
bw−→x = x. The locus ofx in STree(bw) is called the

deletion point and denoted byDelPoint(bw). On the other hand, letz be the longest string

in Prefix(bw)−{bw} such that
bw�⇒
z = z. The stringz is called thelast node in the backbone

and denoted byLastNode(bw).
We first consider the case thatDelPoint(bw) = LastNode(bw). Now assume tha

OutDeg(
bw�⇒
x ) � 3. Then there exists an edge(

bw�⇒
x , y,

bw�⇒
bw) in STree(bw) wherey ∈Σ+ and

xy = bw. Then,
w�⇒
x = x andOutDeg(

w�⇒
x ) � 2. This implies that, only by removing th

edge fromSTree(bw), we can obtainSTree(w). An example is shown in Fig. 3.

Now we assumeOutDeg(
bw�⇒
x ) = 2 in caseDelPoint(bw) = LastNode(bw). We delete

the edge(
bw�⇒
x , y,

bw�⇒
bw) from STree(bw) such thaty ∈Σ+ andxy = bw, in order to obtain

STree(w) as well. Then the explicit node forx has to become implicit, since
w�⇒
x �= x due to

the fact thatOutDeg(x) is now 1 (by the definition no internal node of out-degree one
exist in a suffix tree). As a result we obtainSTree(w). An example can be seen in Fig. 4

When DelPoint(bw) �= LastNode(bw), it follows from Proposition 2.1 thatx ∈
Suffix(bw). Moreover,x = LRS(bw), as to be proven by Lemma 4.3 in Section 4

Namely, the active point is on the locus forx in STree(bw). Let (
bw�⇒
s , y,

bw�⇒
bw) be the edge

on whichx is represented. Let
bw�⇒
s · t = x, wheret ∈ Prefix(y). We shorten the edge to

(

w�⇒
s , t,

w�⇒
x ), and move the active point to the locus for the one-character shorter

of x. Let v be the suffix ofbw which is one-character longer thanLRS(bw) = x. Then,
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Fig. 4. The upper left isSTree(cocoacoa). The upper right is the tree obtained by deleting the thick edge f
the suffix tree. The lower is the resulting structure,STree(ocoacoa), in which the explicit node of out-degre
one has become implicit. The gray star indicates the active point for each.

as seen in the example shown in Fig. 5, a new suffix link is created from the leaf nv

to
w�⇒
x .
One can see that any of the above-mentioned procedure takes only constant tim

detection ofDelPoint(w) after the conversion ofSTree(bw) to STree(w) is also feasible in
constant time simply by moving via the suffix link of the leaf node that is deleted in
conversion. In the example of Fig. 5, we start from the leaf node ofcocoacoc and traverse
its suffix link, arriving at the leaf node ofocoacoc. After the suffix link is updated with
a new character added to the right of the current stringocoacoc, we check the incoming
edge of the leaf node. If the active point is on it, the edge is going to be shortene
otherwise, deleted.

The last thing we have to care is that every edge label of a suffix tree is actually i
mented by a pair of integers that indicate beginning and ending positions of a subst
the input string. Namely, we have to guarantee that no edge labels refer to positions
already out of the sliding window. Otherwise we will not be able to maintain a suffix
in O(M) space whereM is the window size. Larsson utilized the technique calledcredit
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Fig. 5. To the left isSTree(cocoacoc), in which the thick edge is to be shortened. To the right is the resu
structure,STree(ocoacoc). The gray star indicates the active point for each.

issuing, introduced by Fiala and Greene [7], with which we can in linear time maintai
labels of edges appropriately. As a consequence Larsson achieved the following:

Theorem 3.1 [15]. Let w ∈Σ∗ and M be the window size. Larsson’s algorithm runs in
O(|w|) time using O(M) space.

4. CDAWGs for a sliding window

In this section, we consider the maintenance of a CDAWG for a sliding window.
vancing the rightmost position of the window can be done by the on-line algorithm rec
in Section 2.2. Thus the matter is to move ahead the leftmost position of the window

4.1. Edge deletion

Given CDAWG(w), we also focus on its backbone, the path spelling outw from the
source node. Letx = DelPoint(w). If DelPoint(w) = LastNode(w), we remove the edg

([
w�⇒
x ]Rw,y, [

w�⇒
w ]Rw) such thatxy =w. However, notice that this method might remove ot

suffixes ofw from the CDAWG. More precise arguments follow.

Lemma 4.1. Let w ∈ Σ+, x = DelPoint(w), and z = LastNode(w). Assume x = z. Let

s be any string in [
w�⇒
x ]Rw = [

w�⇒
z ]Rw . Then there uniquely exists a string y ∈ Σ+ such that

sy ∈ Suffix(w).

Proof. Sincex = DelPoint(w), there uniquely exists a charactera ∈ Σ such thatxa ∈
Factor(w) and

w−→xa=w. Let y be the string such thatxy =w with y ∈Σ+, where the first

character ofy is a. Let s be an arbitrary element in[x]Rw. Sincex ∈ Prefix(w),
w←−x= x. Thus

s ∈ Suffix(x), which impliessy ∈ Suffix(w). ✷
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In case thatDelPoint(w) �= LastNode(w), we have the following.

t

in the
Lemma 4.2. Let w ∈Σ+, x = DelPoint(w), and z = LastNode(w). Assume x �= z. Let s

be any string in [
w�⇒
z ]Rw. Then there uniquely exist strings t, u ∈Σ+ such that st ∈ Suffix(x)

and stu ∈ Suffix(w).

Proof. By the assumption thatz �= x, we havez ∈ Prefix(x). Sincex =DelPoint(w), there

uniquely exists a charactera ∈Σ such that
w−→za= x. Thus there is a unique stringt ∈Σ+

such thatzt = x. Sincez ∈ Prefix(w), z =w←−z . Therefore, for any strings ∈ [z]Rw it holds

that st ∈ Suffix(x). Moreover, there uniquely exists a characterb ∈ Σ such that
w−→
xb= w.

Let u ∈Σ+ be the string satisfying
w−→
xb= xu. Now we haveztu=w, and for anys ∈ [z]Rw,

it holds thatstu ∈ Suffix(w). ✷
Lemma 4.3. Let w ∈Σ+, x = DelPoint(w), and z = LastNode(w). Assume x �= z. Then
x = LRS(w).

Proof. Sincex �= z,
w�⇒
x �= w−→x . Hence

w−→x= x ∈ Suffix(w) by Proposition 2.1. It is not difficul
to show thatx occurs inw just twice. Lety = ax with a ∈ Σ , such thaty ∈ Suffix(w).
Assume, for a contradiction,y = LRS(w). On the assumption,y appears inw at least
twice. If y /∈ Prefix(w), y must also occur inw as neither a prefix nor a suffix ofw. It
turns out thatx appears three times inw: a contradiction. Ify ∈ Prefix(w), x is of the
form a$. Theny = DelPoint(w), which contradicts the assumption thatx = DelPoint(w).
Consequently,x = LRS(w). ✷

According to the above three lemmas, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4. Let w ∈ Σ+, x = DelPoint(w), and z = LastNode(w). Let k = |[
w�⇒
z ]Rw|.

Suppose u1, u2, . . . , uk be the suffixes of w arranged in decreasing order of their length,
where u1=w.

1. When x = z: Let xy = w. Assume that the edge ([
w�⇒
x ]Rw,y, [

w�⇒
w ]Rw) is deleted from

CDAWG(w).

2. When x �= z: Let zt = x and ztu = w. Assume that the edge ([
w�⇒
z ]Rw, tu, [

w�⇒
w ]Rw) of

CDAWG(w) is shortened into the edge ([
w�⇒
z ]Rw, t, [

w�⇒
x ]Rw).

In both cases, the suffixes u1, . . . , uk are removed from the CDAWG.

What the above theorem implies is that after deleting or shortening the last edge
backbone ofCDAWG(w), the leftmost position of a sliding window “skips”k characters
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at once. LetDelSize(w) = k. The next question is the exact upper bound ofDelSize(w).
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Fortunately, we achieve a reasonable result such thatDelSize(w) is at most about hal
of |w|. A more precise evaluation will be performed in Section 4.4.

One may wonder weather or not it is possible to delete only the leftmost charac
w in (amortized) constant time. We strongly believe the answer is “No”. The reason
follows. Let |w| = n wherew ∈Σ∗. Let u1, u2, . . . , un+1 be all the suffixes ofw arranged
in decreasing order of their length. In [14], it has been proven that the total number of
necessary to keepCDAWG(ui) for every 1� i � n+ 1 is%(n2), even if we minimize the
CDAWGs so to share as many nodes and edges as possible. Therefore, the amortiz
complexity to delete the leftmost character ofw would be proportional ton.

4.2. Maintaining the structure of CDAWG

Suppose the last edge of the backbone ofCDAWG(w) is deleted or shortened right no
Let k =DelSize(w). Letu=w[k+1 : n] wheren= |w|. We sometimes need to modify th
structure of the current graph, so that it exactly becomesCDAWG(u). Letx =DelPoint(w)

of CDAWG(w).

Firstly, we consider whenOutDeg([
w�⇒
x ]Rw) � 3 in the first case of Theorem 4.4. In th

case,
u�⇒
x = x andOutDeg([

u�⇒
x ]Ru ) � 2. It does not contradict Definition 2.3, and thus

more maintenance is required. An example of the case is shown in Fig. 6.

Secondly, we consider whenOutDeg([
w�⇒
x ]Rw)= 2 in the first case of Theorem 4.4. L

([
w�⇒
r ]Rw, s, [

w�⇒
x ]Rw) be an arbitrary in-coming edge of the node[

w�⇒
x ]Rw in CDAWG(w). As-

sume
w�⇒
r = r, that is,rs ∈ Suffix(x). Let ([

w�⇒
x ]Rw, t, [

w�⇒
w ]Rw) be the edge which is to be th

sole remaining out-going edge of the node[
u�⇒
x ]Ru after the deletion. Notice that, howeve

u�⇒
x = u. Thus the edge([

w�⇒
r ]Rw, s, [

w�⇒
x ]Rw) is modified to([

u�⇒
r ]Ru , st, [

u�⇒
u ]Ru ). The total time

Fig. 6. On the left,CDAWG(cocoacob) is shown. The thick edge is to be deleted. The resulting structu
CDAWG(coacob), shown on the right. The gray star indicates the active point for each.
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the

node

dge in

ce
Fig. 7. On the left,CDAWG(cocoacoa) is shown, where the thick edge is to be deleted. The center is
intermediate structure in which the edge is deleted. After the modifications, we obtainCDAWG(coacoa), shown
on the right. The gray star indicates the active point for each.

required in the operations is proportional to the number of in-coming edges of the

[
w�⇒
x ]Rw in CDAWG(w). It is bounded byDelSize(w).
Moreover, we might need a maintenance of the active point. Letv = LRS(w). Supposing

that v ∈ Prefix(xt), v is represented on the edge([
w�⇒
x ]Rw, t, [

w�⇒
w ]Rw) in CDAWG(w). The

active point is actually referred to as the pair([
w�⇒
x ]Rw,p), wherep ∈ Prefix(t) andxp= v.

The reference pair is modified to([
u�⇒
r ]Ru , sp) in CDAWG(u). Note that

u←−r · sp = v. An
example of the case is shown in Fig. 7.

Thirdly, we consider the second case in Theorem 4.4. In this case the last e

the backbone([
w�⇒
z ]Rw, tu, [

w�⇒
w ]Rw) is shortened to([

u�⇒
z ]Ru , t, [

u�⇒
x ]Ru ) = ([

u�⇒
z ]Ru , t, [

u�⇒
u ]Ru )

in CDAWG(u). It implies thatx �= LRS(u), althoughx = LRS(w). The active point of

CDAWG(w) is represented by([
w�⇒
z ]Rw, t), sincezt = x (by Lemma 4.3). Let

SufLink
([ w�⇒

z
]R
w

)= [ w�⇒
s

]R
w
.

Assuming
w�⇒
s = s, s is the longest string such thats ∈ Suffix(z) and s /∈ [

w�⇒
z ]Rw. Notice

thatLRS(u)= st . Hereby, the reference pair of the active point is changed to([
u�⇒
s ]Ru , t). If

[
u�⇒
s ]Ru is the explicit parent node nearest the locus ofst , we are done. If not, the referen

pair is canonized to([
u�⇒
r ]Ru ,p) such thats ∈ Prefix(

u�⇒
r ), st =

u�⇒
r · p, and|p| is minimum.

An example of the case is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. On the left,CDAWG(cocoacoc) is shown. The thick edge is to be shortened. The resulting structu
CDAWG(coacoc), shown on the right. The gray star indicates the active point for each.

4.3. Detecting DelPoint(u)

Suppose that after the edge deletion or shortening ofCDAWG(w), we gotCDAWG(u),
whereu ∈ Suffix(w). The problem is how to locateDelPoint(u) in CDAWG(u). A naive
solution is to traverse the backbone ofCDAWG(u) from the source node. However, it tak
O(|u|) time, which leads to quadratic time complexity in total.

Our approach is to keep track of theadvanced point that corresponds to the locus

w[1 : n− 1], wheren= |w|. Let x = LastNode(w) andxy =w, that is,([
w�⇒
x ]Rw,y, [

w�⇒
w ]Rw)

is the edge for deletion or shortening. The canonical reference pair for the advance

is ([
w�⇒
x ]Rw, t), wheret ∈ Prefix(y) and

w�⇒
x · t = w[1 : n− 1]. We move to node[

w�⇒
s ]Rw =

SufLink([
w�⇒
x ]Rw). SupposeCDAWG(w) has already been converted toCDAWG(u). Assume

[
u�⇒
s ]Ru = [

w�⇒
s ]Rw. Since

u�⇒
s · t = u[1 :m−1]wherem= |u|, ([

u�⇒
s ]Ru , t) is a reference pair o

the next advanced point, and then it is canonized. Let([
u�⇒
s′ ]Ru , t ′) be the canonical referenc

pair of the advanced point. Then

u�⇒
s′ = LastNode(u). If LastNode(u) /∈ Prefix(LRS(u)),

that is, if the active point is not on the longest out-going edge from the node[
u�⇒
s′ ]Ru ,

DelPoint(u)= LastNode(u). Otherwise,DelPoint(u)= LRS(u). In the case that[
u�⇒
s ]Ru �=

[
w�⇒
s ]Rw, we perform the same procedure from its closest parent node (see Fig. 7). IΣ is

fixed, the cost of canonizing the reference pair is only proportional to the number of
included in the path. The amortized number of such nodes is constant.

4.4. On buffer size

The following theorem is the main result of this section, which shows an exac
timation of the upperbound ofDelSize(w). For an alphabetΣ and an integern, let
MaxDelΣ(n)=max{DelSize(w) |w ∈Σ∗, |w| = n}.
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Theorem 4.5. If |Σ|� 3, MaxDelΣ(n)= �n� − 1.

to the

e

2

By this theorem, edge deletion or edge shortening can shrink the window size up
half of the original size. Therefore, in order to keep the window size at leastM, a buffer of
size 2M + 1 is necessary and sufficient.

We will prove the above theorem in the sequel.

Lemma 4.6. Let w ∈ Σ∗. For any string x ∈ Factor(w), let SufLink([
w�⇒
x ]Rw) = [

w�⇒
s ]Rw .

Then |[
w�⇒
x ]Rw| = |

w�⇒
x | − |

w�⇒
s |.

Proof.

∣∣[ w�⇒
x

]R
w

∣∣= ∣∣Suffix
( w�⇒
x

)∣∣− ∣∣Suffix
( w�⇒
s

)∣∣
= (∣∣ w�⇒

x
∣∣+ 1

)− (∣∣ w�⇒
s

∣∣+ 1
)= ∣∣ w�⇒

x
∣∣− ∣∣ w�⇒

s
∣∣. ✷

Lemma 4.7. Let w ∈Σ∗ and n= |w|. For any x ∈ Prefix(w)− {w} with
w�⇒
x = x ,

∣∣[ w�⇒
x

]R
w

∣∣ �
⌈
n

2

⌉
− 1.

Proof. Let j = |x| = |
w�⇒
x |. Let SufLink([

w�⇒
x ]Rw) = [

w�⇒
s ]Rw. We have the following thre

cases.

(1) Whenj < n
2 : Sincej is an integer,j � �n2� − 1, and

∣∣[ w�⇒
x

]R
w

∣∣= ∣∣ w�⇒
x

∣∣− ∣∣ w�⇒
s

∣∣ �
⌈
n

2

⌉
− 1

by Lemma 4.6.

(2) Whenj > n
2 : (See Fig. 9.) The equivalencesx = w[1 : j ] and

w�⇒
x = x imply that

x =w[i : i+j−1] for somei � 2 andi+j−1 � n. Theni−j � n−2j+1< 1, that
is, i � j . Lety =w[i : j ]. Its length is|y| = j− i+1� 1, andy = x[i : j ] ∈ Suffix(x).

Fig. 9. The casej > n
2 . x occurs at least twice inw, and the overlapy is in fact both a prefix and a suffix ofx.
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w�⇒ w�⇒

as
Since x = x andy ∈ Suffix(x), y = y. On the other hand,

y =w[i : j ] = x[1 : j − i + 1] =w[1 : j − i + 1] ∈ Prefix(w),

which implies
w←−y= y. Thusy is the longest element of[

w�⇒
y ]Rw. Since|x| > |y|, x /∈

[
w�⇒
y ]Rw. Therefore|

w�⇒
s |� |y|, which yields

∣∣[ w�⇒
x

]R
w

∣∣= ∣∣ w�⇒
x

∣∣− ∣∣ w�⇒
s

∣∣ � |x| − |y|
= j − (j − i + 1)= i − 1 � n− j < n− n

2
= n

2
.

Thus|[
w�⇒
x ]Rw|� �n2� − 1.

(3) Whenj = n
2 : Since

w�⇒
x = x, x occurs inw at least twice. Ifx = w[i : i + j − 1]

for somei with 2 � i � j , we can show the inequality holds in the same way
(2). Otherwise,x = w[j + 1 : 2j ] = w[j + 1 : n] = w[1 : j ], that isw = xx. Then
w�⇒
x =w �= x, which does not satisfy the precondition of the lemma.

In any cases, we have got the result.✷
We are ready to prove the upperbound ofMaxDelΣ(n).

Lemma 4.8. MaxDelΣ(n)� �n2� − 1 for any Σ and any n � 3.

Proof. Letx =DelPoint(w) andz= LastNode(w). First we consider the casex = z. Since
w−→x= x andx ∈ Prefix(w)− {w},

DelSize(w)= ∣∣[ w�⇒
z

]R
w

∣∣= ∣∣[ w�⇒
x

]R
w

∣∣ �
⌈
n

2

⌉
− 1

by Lemma 4.7.
We now assumex �= z. Then z ∈ Prefix(x), and x = DelPoint(w) implies thatx ∈

Prefix(w)− {w}, which yieldsz ∈ Prefix(w)− {w}. Thus by Lemma 4.7,

DelSize(w)= ∣∣[ w�⇒
z

]R
w

∣∣ �
⌈
n

2

⌉
− 1. ✷

On the other hand, the lower bound is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 4.9. If |Σ|� 3, MaxDelΣ(n) � �n2� − 1 for any n� 1.

Proof. For each 1� n � 4, the inequality trivially holds since�n2�− 1� 1. Leta,b,c be
distinct symbols inΣ .
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Fig. 10. To the left isCDAWG(aaabaaabc), in which the thick edge is to be deleted. To the right is the resul
structureCDAWG(aaabc). The gray star indicates the active point.

For each oddn � 5, letwn = akbakbc, wherek = n−3
2 . Remark thatDelPoint(wn)=

akb (see Fig. 10). Letx = akb. We can see that any suffix ofx exceptε belongs to[
w�⇒
x ]Rw,

so thatSufLink(x)= ε. ThusDelSize(wn)= |x| − |ε| = |akb| − 0= k+ 1= n−1
2 = �n2�−

1, sincen is odd.
For each evenn � 6, letw′n = ak−1bakbc, wherek = n

2 − 1, and we can verify tha
DelSize(w′n)= �n2� − 1 similarly. ✷

Consequently, Theorem 4.5 is proved by Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9. We note that for a
alphabetΣ = {a,b}, two series of the stringsakbakbab andak−1bakbab give the lower
boundMaxDelΣ(n)� �n−3

2 �.
On the on-line algorithm of [12], each node[

w�⇒
x ]Rw of CDAWG(w) stores the value o

|
w�⇒
x |. By Lemma 4.6, it is guaranteed that we can calculateDelSize(w) in constant time

with no additional information.

4.5. Keeping edge labels valid

As mentioned previously, an edge label is actually represented by a pair of integ
dicating its beginning and ending positions in input stringw, respectively. We must ensu
that no edge label becomes “out of date” after the window slides, e.g., that no integer
to a position outside the sliding window. In case of a suffix tree, when a new edge
ated, we can guarantee the above regulation by traversing from the leaf node toward
node while updating all edge labels encountered. However, this would yield quadrati
complexity in the aggregate. Larsson [15,16] utilizedcredit issuing, an update-numbe
restriction technique, originally proposed in [7], which takes in total O(|w|) time and space
In the following, we introduce an extended credit issuing technique for CDAWGs. Ou
sic strategy is to show that we can handle the credit issuing as well as in case of suffi
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We assign each internal nodes of CDAWG(w) a binary counter calledcredit, denoted

t

o the
ed
e
ing
ction

ume

they
orithm

dge

ossibly
ls

sume

n 4.2.
h has
n
s the
r in the
hild
inst the
case of

rooted
ost is
by Cred(s). This credit counter is initially set to zero whens is created. When a nodes
receives a credit, we update the labels of in-coming edges ofs. Then, ifCred(s) = 0, we
set it to one, and stop. IfCred(s)= 1, after setting it to zero, we let the nodes issue a credi
to its parent nodes.

Whens is newly created,Cred(s)= 0. The creation of the new nodes implies that a new
edge is to be inserted froms to the sink node. When the new edge is created leading t
sink node, the sink nodeissues a credit to the parent nodes. Assume the new edge is label
by pair(i, j) wherei, j are some integers withi < j . Let $ be the length of the label of th
in-coming edge ofs. After s received a credit from the sink node, we reset its in-com
edge label to(i − $, i − 1). Remember the edge redirection happening in the constru
of a CDAWG (see Section 2.2 or [12]). If some edge is actually redirected to nodes, its
label is updated as well. Note that we need not change the value ofCred(s) again.

Suppose a noder has right now received a credit from one of its child nodes. Ass
Cred(r) is currently one. We need to update all in-coming edge labels ofr. We store a list
in r to maintain its in-coming edges arranged in the order of the length of the path
correspond to. The maintenance of the list is an easy matter, since the on-line alg
of [12] inserts edges tor in such order. Lett be an arbitrary parent node ofr. Let k be the
number of the in-coming edges ofr connected fromt . One might wonder thatr must issue
k credits tot , but there is the following time-efficient method. In casek is even,Cred(t)
need not to be changed because it is abinary counter. Contrarily, in casek is odd, we always
change the value ofCred(t). If Cred(t) was one, we also have to update the in-coming e
of t . To do it, we focus on theshortest in-coming edge ofr connected fromt , which is in
turn the shortest out-going edge oft leading tor. In updating the in-coming edges oft ,
we should utilize the label of the shortest edge, since the label corresponds to the p
newest occurrence of the factors represented in nodet . We continue updating edge labe
by traversing the reversed graph rooted atr in width-first manner while issuing credits.

Recall the node separation in constructing a CDAWG (see Section 2.2 or [12]). As
a noder has right now been created owing to the separation of a nodes. The subgraph
rooted atr is currently the same as the one rooted ats, sincer was created as a clone ofs.
Thus we simply setCred(r)= Cred(s).

Now consider a nodeu to be deleted, corresponding to the second case of Sectio
It might have received a credit from its newest child node (that is not deleted), whic
not been issued to its parent node yet. Therefore, when a nodeu is scheduled for deletio
andCred(u)= 1, nodeu issues credits to its parent nodes. However, this complicate
update of edge labels: several waiting credits may aggregate, causing nodes uppe
CDAWG to receive a creditolder than the one it has already received from its another c
node. Therefor, before updating an edge label, we compare its previous value aga
one associated with the received credit, and refer to the newer one. As well as the
edge insertion mentioned in the above paragraph, we traverse the reversed graph
at u in width-first fashion to update edge labels. In the worst case, the updating c
proportional to the number of paths from the source node to nodeu. Nevertheless, it is
bounded byDelSize(w).

By analogous arguments to [7,15,16], we can establish the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.10. All edge labels of a CDAWG can be kept valid in a sliding window, in linear

s in
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puter
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time and space with respect to the length of an input string.

As a conclusion of Section 4, we finally obtain the following.

Theorem 4.11. Let w ∈Σ∗ and M be the window size. The proposed algorithm runs in
O(|w|) time using O(M) space.

5. Conclusion

We introduced an algorithm to maintain CDAWGs for a sliding window, which run
linear time and space. It can be an alternative of Larsson’s suffix tree algorithm in
Moreover, CDAWGs are known to be more space-economical than suffix trees [2,6
thus our algorithm seems to contribute to reducing the space requirement in PPM∗-style
data compression scheme.

It is still an open problem whether conversion ofCDAWG(bu) to CDAWG(u) can be
done in (amortized) constant time for any characterb and stringu. Also, it is surely worth
consideringDAWGs for a sliding window where labels of edges of DAWGs are sing
characters. This is really a big advantage in the scheme of a sliding window since we
not need credit issuing then, which is surely time-consuming and makes the alg
rather complicated. However, we hold a strong belief that conversion ofDAWG(bu) into
DAWG(u) cannot be done in (amortized) constant time, either. Thus we will need
alternative way, like in case of CDAWGs.
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